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USER FRIENDLY SIMPLE DEPLOYMENT 

Symmetry CompleteView 20/20 provides 
users with unmatched deployment simplicity and 
scalability for security needs of all sizes. Use as a 
stand-alone system or as par t of a  global enterprise 
system when integrated with Symmetry Access 
Control and Symmetry Control Room to deliver a 
unified solution that is simple, scalable, and secure.

The user friendly, intuitive Symmetry CompleteView 
20/20 software provides a comprehensive set of 
integrated video control features including the 
bandwidth-reducing benefit of Dynamic Resolution 
Scaling (DRS).  With DRS, Symmetry CompleteView 
20/20 takes a single high resolution video stream 
from the camera, records it, but only sends the lower 
resolution needed for display to the various client 
users for fast and efficient remote investigations.

Symmetry CompleteView 20/20 integrates with 
leading camera manufacturers and analytics, 
transforming video into actionable intelligence 
to aid in the proactive detection of critical or 
unusual events. CompleteView 20/20 also delivers a 
seamless migration path from analog to IP cameras 
protecting your investment. 

Decrease installation and configuration time as the 
full range of Symmetry PowerProtect NVRs suppor t 
Symmetry CompleteView 20/20 and are ready to 
deploy from the box.  Software comes pre-installed 
on PowerProtect NVRs providing a purpose-
built video surveillance appliance engineered 
for continuous operation. In addition, Symmetry 
CompleteView 20/20 software updates are included 
(3 or 5 years matching selected hardware warranty) 
when software is purchased with PowerProtect 
NVR(s) from AMAG.

Fully integrated with Symmetry Control Room 
and Symmetry Access Control

Contact AMAG for more information:
North America
sales@amag.com
+1-310-518-2380

International
international@amag.com
+44(0)1684 850977

Manage and administer faster as a unified solution

Efficiently conduct remote video investigations 
through the bandwidth-reducing benefit of DRS

Support for industry leading cameras and video 
analytics

Easily evolve from analog to digital IP

Decrease setup time as Symmetry PowerProtect 
NVR appliances come pre-installed with software

Dynamic Resolution 
Scaling is easy on my 
network while delivering 
optimum quality.
-William G. Chase [Chief of Public Safety & Security, Cambridge Health Alliance]
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